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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this research was to test the correctness of the assumption
that the initial velocities of electrons in the scattering body cause the observed breadth
of the Compton shifted line. The test consists in observing the natural breadths of the
Compton line for different scattering angles and primary wave-lengths and comparing
these with the functional dependence of breadth on scattering angle and primary
wave-length deduced theoretically on the basis of the assumption under test. It is
shown in this paper that if electron velocities are the cause of the breadth then this
breadth should increase with the scattering angle according to the approximate for-
mula 6) =icos-,'0 where AX is the breadth, 0 the scattering angle and X a constant
depending on the primary wave-length and the scattering substance. For the same
scattering angle and substance the breadth should be proportional to the primary
wave-length.

The experimental test was made with the multicrystal spectrograph of fifty units
herein briefly described. Three scattering angles were used, 63-,",90', 156', the in-
homogeneity in each case being less than one degree. The spurious breadth due to this in-

homogeneity is negligible compared to the observed breadths. Three very clear cut
spectrograms are reproduced representing MoE radiation scattered from graphite
together with microphotometer curves taken from them. The increase of shifted line

breadth with scattering angle is clearly visible and compares favorably with the theo-
retical prediction. The increase of line breadth with increasing primary wave-length

comparing the breadths of shifted o» and shifted P& lines seems just detectable. The
unshifted lines are very sharp, the a doublet being clearly resolved. Incidentally the
cause of the heavy background so frequently observed on Compton effect spectro-
grams has been found to be non-selective scattering at the crystals and a great reduc-
tion of background and improvement in contrast has been effected by the use of baffles

to diminish this effect.
The observed shift of the Compton line supports Compton's formula 8X = (h/mc)

(1 —coso) where k jmc =24.2X.U.
The shifted line breadths are greater than those reported by Gingrich and Bear-

den and possibly Ross but seem to be in general accord with previous breadths ob-
tained at this laboratory and with those of H. M. Sharp and of F.L. Nutting. The rea-
son for these discrepancies is unknown. The possibility of double or higher multiplicities
of scattering is being investigated. (See note added in proof at the end of this article. )

PURPosE oI THE INvEsTIGATIoN
'~EARLY all investigators have observed that the Compton shifted line

is broader than either the unshifted line or the primary line. Jauncey, '
Wentzel' and DuMond' have each attributed the observed breadth of the

' Jauncey, Phys. Rev. 25, 314—322 (1925); 723—736 (1925).
' Wentzel, Zeits. f. Physik 43, 188 (1927); 43) 779—787 (1927).
' DuMond, Phys. Rev. 33, 643—658 (1929).
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Compton line to the velocities possessed initially by the electrons in the scat-
tering body. DuMond', and almost simultaneously, Chandrasekhar4 have ap-
plied the above assumption to the conduction electrons in the interatomic
spaces of the crystal lattice in the case of electrically conducting scatterers
and the former has shown that the results compared with his observed Comp-
ton line structures seem to support favorably the new Fermi, Pauli, Dirac,
Sommerfeld statistics for such conduction electrons. It is important to test
the correctness of the assumption that the velocities (or more accurately the
momenta) of electrons bound in atoms or in the interatomic spaces of the
crystal lattice are responsible for Compton line broadening.

We have attempted to test this assumption by observing the dependence
of Compton line breadths on the scattering angle in the case of MoK radia-
tion scattered by graphite and comparing this with the theoretical functional
dependence to be expected if the assumption be correct that electron veloci-
ties cause the breadth. The theoretical considerations will be dealt with first.

PART I. THEoRETIcAL

GENERAL NON-MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION

Before passing to the analytical argument we venture to offer a verbal
discussion of the cause of Compton line-breadth regarded as a Doppler effect
of the random-moving electrons scattering the radiations in order to serve as a
guide to the reader through the cold formality of the analysis. The use of the
words "Doppler effect" we insist shall not be na'ively interpreted as commit-
ting us to any mechanism (classical, und, ilatory or otherwise) to "explain"
the wave-length modification associated with scattering of radiation by a
moving scattering agent. It is now an old story that the Doppler effect from a
moving scatterer can be equally well derived on either the extreme undula-

tory hypothesis or the extreme corpuscular hypothesis —the latter derivation
requiring only the quantum application of the laws of conservation of momen-

tum and energy to the elementary scattering process. I"urthernsore the inter-
pretation of the broadening of the Compton line as a Doppler eff'ect of the motion

of weakly bound electrons here presented is a perfectly valid first approximation
to the quantum mechanical treatment of the effect as given by Wentzel, Gordon and

others. The condition for such validity is that the binding energy of the elec-
tron shall be small compared to the energy imparted to the electron in the
scattering process. This condition is fulfilled in the present case.

When x-radiation is scattered by the electrons in a scattering body the to-
tal effect of the motion of the electrons may be thought of as a superposition of
two "Doppler effects"—one caused by the initial motion of the electrons, the
other caused by the motion imparted to the electrons by the radiation in the
scattering process. The first Doppler effect can in the case of random electron
motions have either a positive or a negative sign, depending on whether the
electron's initial velocity before scattering has a component directed toward
or away from the vector expressing the change in momentum suffered by the

4 Chandrasekhar, Royal Soc. Proc. A125, 231—237 (1929).
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radiation in the scatterin g process. The second Doppler effect can have onl
one sign ~corres on"''g ~ sponding to an increase in scattered wave-len th

n ave on y

wave-len th~ bng ~ because the momentum imparted to the electron in the scatter-
i n o e vector c' ange in mo-ing process must always be opposite in direction to the

mentum of the radiation. Both Doppler sh'ft 'll '
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angle and be a maximum for a scattering angle of 180'.
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I ig. 1. Schematic illustration of Compton scatt
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b
rons for three scattering angles together with idealized s ec

sca ering y ran 'onily directed movin g elec-
e er wi i ea ize spectra of the resulting scattered radia-

eac case. e constancy of the initial momentum an d the increase in the momentum
e o e e ectron with increasing scatterin an le i

y iree e initia momenta are much exaggerated relative to the imparted momentum

Let us define the relative breadth l&„asthe breadth at
ivi e y t e readth at 180' scattering angle (maximum breadth).

Let us also define the rel ative shift 9, in an entirely analogous way. The
relative breadth and the relative shift 11 b hwi e s own to be given by~

~ ~

isb
~ It is interesting to note that the r 'e relative shift is the square of the relative breadth. Th'

is ecause the shift increases with the scatterin an le du
ive rea t . is

sca ering ang e ue to two causes, (1st because the Dop-
e ec rom any moving scatterer increases with the scatterin an le 2ng

shift) while the br d h
'

a erer i se increases with the scatterin aing angle in the case of the Compton
i e e rea t increases with the scatterin an le d

'
g ang e due to only the first of these causes

e ve ocity o t e scattering electron accountable for the breadth b
'

the scattering angle.
e rea t eing independant of
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Breadth AX„=sin ~0 approximately

Shift Q„=sin' —'9

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the vectors of light momentum, random initial
electron momentum and momentum imparted by the scattering process to
the electron for three scattering angles together with an idealized Compton
shifted line spectrum for each case. In Fig. 2 the relative breadth and relative
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Fig. 2. Relative breadth and relative shift computed for molybdenum Z radiation using
Eqs. (10) and (8). The relative breadth is the quotient of the breadth at any scattering angle
by the maximum breadth which occurs at 180'. The relative shift is similarly de6ned.

shift are plotted as functions of the scattering angle. In this case the more
accurate formula derived below has been used for the computations of rela-
tive breadth.

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

Case of one free scattering electron only. The solution of this case in the
form of Eq. (5) was obtained by de Broglie in his "andes et Mouvements
Fa»cule" 4. pp. 94—95. The primary radiation is taken as travelling in the
positive x-direction. 0 is the angle of scattering; v& is the initial frequency;
P&c the speed of the electron before scattering, a, ', b', c', the direction cosines
of its velocity and a ~

= cos 0 & so that 0 & is the angle between the initial electron
momentum and the initial light momentum. v2 is the frequency of the scat-
tered quantum and its direction of propagation has the direction cosines p, g,
&, making angle P with the initial velocity of the electron and angle 0 with
OX. Fig. 3 shows the relations of the various vectors and angles.
Evidently

cos Q = QjP + ~j.g + &l~

p = coso.

The recoiling electron has a final speed p2c in the direction defined by the
cosines ug, 62, c2.

The following four equations express the conservation of energy and « the
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three rectangular components of momentum before and after the scattering
process.

hvi + mac'/(1 —Pi')' ' = hp2 y nsoc'/(1 —P2')""

hv, /c + (moPic/(1 —Pi') "')ai ——(hv2/c) P + (moP, c/(1 —P2') '")a2

(~oP c/(1 —P ')'")& = (h /c) I + ( oui c/(1 —0 ')"')&

(moP &c/(1 —
P& ) 'i')c& ——(hv&/c) r + (moP2c/(1 —P2') '")c2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Eliminating a» b2, c2 and Pq and letting n=hvi/moc we obtain on solving for
the change in wave-length,

Pi(cos Hi —cos P) 2+hi sin' -', 8
)g+

Py COS Oy 1 —Py cos ey

where the second term accounts for the simple Compton shift and the first
term represents the modification caused by the electron's initial speed P, .

Fig. 3. Illustrating the various angles and vectors involved in Compton scattering by an

electron possessing initial momentum. The initial electron momentum is exaggerated. The
vectors are shown radiating from a sphere at the origin on which the angles between vectors
appear as arcs of great circles. This sphere is shown merely to aid in visualizing the diagram in

three dimensions.

As we are particularly interested in the breadth of the shifted line we de-

fine a wave-length coordinate, t =) 2
—) ~

—20K~ sin' -', 0 so chosen that l has its
origin at the "center" of the shifted line (shifted position for scattering by free

initially stationary electrons) and measures the wave-length deviation given

by the first term of the right hand member of Eq. (5). Then
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X, cos ey —Xy cos Q
l = —pgi —Py cos ey

(6)

in which ), is the Compton shifted wave-length for the simple case of an
initially stationary electron

), = )~ + 2o.) ~ sin' ~8.

Equation (6) can be much simplified by describing the direction of the
initial electron momentum in terms of a new angle 0' measured from a ref-
erence axis' taken in the direction of the change in momentum which the ra-
diation would suffer for the simple Compton case of a stationary electron
scattering radiation at the angle 0.

In Fig. 41et OA be the direction of the incident quantum, OB the direction
of the scattered quantum, OC the direction of the electron's initial velocity.
Make the vector OA equal in length to X„the vector OB equal in length to

Fig. 4. Illustrating the definition of the "natural" reference axis and of the angle P. It
should be emphasized that X, is the simple Compton shifted wave-length for the case where
vector C vanishes (P& =0) and that therefore X, is constant for a given primary wave-length
and scattering angle and the direction of the natural reference axis is a constant. Note that
), is taken along the incident direction and ) ~ along the scattered direction. This inversion is
caused by the fact that the momenta are inversely as the wave-lengths.

X& and the vector OC equal in length to P&. We define a new wave-length X*
represented to the same scale by the distance AB. Now note that the numer-
ator of Eq. (6) can be represented in terms of the vectors of Fig. 4 (designated
by their terminii) as the difference of two scalar products

C A —C B

or what is equivalent C (A —B)
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The vector whose length is X~ is precisely (A —B) hence if%' is the angle
between OC and AB we rewrite Eq. (6) as follows

where

cos P —2Pg) *
1 —Pl cos 8y

2X~ = (X, + Xg —2Xghy cos 8)'~

(7)

The denominator is nearly unity in most practical cases. Thus it is evident
that the wave-length deviation l from the simple Compton shift caused by a
scattering electron having an initial velocity Pc (instead of zero velocity) is
proportional to the projection P &

cos%' of the electron's initial velocity along
the direction of the vector representing the change in momentum which the
radiation would suffer if scattered by an initially stationary electron through
the scattering angle 0.'

This latter direction is a stationary axis in space independent of the direc-
tion of the electrons' initial motion and the projection on it in question can
be either positive or negative, i.e. cos%' may have either sign. Thus the ex-
treme values of l are given (if P' is considered negligible compared to unity)
by the inequality

—2PiX*+ 2Pi'X* cos —', (7r —8) & l & 2PiX + 2Pi9, cos —',(s —8) (9)

or if the first power of P be considered negligible compared to unity

—2PlX* & l & 2P)X*

In either case therefore l can vary over the wave-length range

(9.1)

(10)

for electrons of consta, nt initial speed P q and all possible directions of motion.

Case of ensemble of electrons of speed Pc and random direction. Since the
velocities are uniformly distributed as to direction over the surface of a sphere
the probability of scattering by an electron whose velocity makes an angle+
to4+d+ with the above defined natural reference axis' is

P($)dg = —', sin PdP.

The probability P(L) of a given deviation / from the Compton shift is then to
be obtained from Eqs. (7) (11) and the derivative of (7), by eliminating@ and
dC'. 7 This gives

~ The vector change in light momentum for scattering at angle 0 by an initially stationary
electron constitutes the natural and appropriate reference axis for the problem of scattering at
angle 0 by moving electrons.

This operation is much simplified if the denominator in Eq. (7) be first set equy, l to unity.
This amounts to neglecting p in comparison to unity. 8& is a complicated function of the colati-
tude P and the azimuth «t. Taking the above defined natural reference axis as polar axis and
the plane of the scattering angle as reference plane we have

cos 01 = cosp cos 2 (7f —8) + sin lit sin —(m —8) cosy
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P(l)dl = (4P) *) 'dl (approximately) (12)

The relative error committed in this formula is of the order of P. For
)*=740 X.U. 1=25 X.U. the error committed is about 3 percent. For nar-
rower parts of the line structure it is even much less. From Eq. (il), since

Fig. 5. Spectral distribution curve of originally monochromatic radiation after scattering
through angle 8 by an ensemble of electrons of initial speeds pc and random directions.

the right hand member is independent of /„ it is evident that a11 deviations l
are equally probable within the limits placed by inequality (9). Outside these
limits the probability is nihil. Thus (see Fig. 5) a good approximation to the
line structure contributed by the randomly directed ensemble of electrons of
speeds between P and P+dP is a rectangular spectral distribution of breadth
4/X* and of area proportional to the population of the speed class P to P+dP.
(This distribution 18 not quite centered on the Compton shifted position bu't

as can be seen by reference to inequality (9) is displaced toward longer wave-
lengths by a slight amount 2P PX* cos 2 (s —8). This shift is wholly inapprecia-
ble however for values of P of importance in the experimental case).

Fig. 6. Illustrating the relation between spectral intensity distribution in the Compton
line (left) and population of electron speed states (right). Each elementary rectangle on the
left is equal in area to a rectangle on the right while the spectral breadth 4P) *of each rectangle
on the left is proportional to the abscissa P of the rectangle on the right.

Case of ensemble of electrons with random directions and any speed dis-
tribution, C&(P). The line structure in this case is to be thought of as built
up out of an assemblage of rectangles of infinitesimal height each having its
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dimensions determined in the same way as the rectangle of Fig. 5. For conven-
ience in adding spectral intensities the rectangles must of course be piled on
top of each other in order of decreasing breadth, that is to say decreasing val-
ues of P. Referring to Fig. 6 the curve@(P) on the right represents the popula-
tions of the states or speed ranges p to p+d p required by the dynamics of the
electrons in the solid scattering body while the curve on the left represents
the resulting Compton line structure. The elementary rectangular area 2ldy
in the left hand curve is to be kept proportional to the elementary rectangular
area C (P)dP in the right hand curve. If the constant of proportionality is k we
can express the differential equation of the line structure curve in terms of
the speed distribution function thus

—2ldy = kC(P)dP (13)

since the half breadth of each rectangle is l = 2pX* we can replace dp by dl/2X*
and p by lj2X*. Dividing Eq. (13) by —2l and integrating from y=0, l= m

to y =y, l = l we obtain the equation of the line structure curve for continuous
functions which vanish as l~ ~

(14)

De6nition of line "breadth. " For the purpose of the present investigation
we are especially interested in the spectral "breadth" of curves such as shown
in Fig. 6 and defined by Eq. (14) and in particular we wish to study the de-
pendence of the breadth on the scattering angle 0. There is no ambiguity

Fig. 7. Illustrating terminology of line breadths.

about the breadth of a rectangular spectral distribution such as is shown in
Fig. 5 but real Compton lines resemble more nearly Fig. 6, the scattering elec-
trons being without doubt distributed over a wide range of speeds. Ke shall
speak of the "breadth" 6) ~ e.g. AX;, 6); meaning the spectral breadth meas-
ured across the line structure at a specified proportion of its height. Thus we
mean by PX; the spectral breadth of the line measured at a point half way
up from the background to the peak. See Fig. 7.

Dependence of line breadth on scattering angle. Consider what happens
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to the Compton line as the scattering angle is varied, keeping the primary
wave-length and the material of the scatterer (and therefore C (P) ) always
the same. Under these conditions the only quantity that suffers change is ) *
and referring to Fig. 6 it is evident that all the elementary rectangles of
breadth 4'*going to make up the line structure will be horizontally extended
or contracted in the same proportion. The breadth just defined above, ~) &,

will always measure the spectral breadth of the rectangle contributed by one
and the same class of electrons of speeds between P and P+dP.

Now 'A* defined in Eq. (8) can most easily be visualized graphically. In
Fig. 8 we construct triangles for the values of the scattering angle 0 =0', 22.5,

//Z g'z.

90'
67Pz'

22&

/80 0

Fig. 8. Graphical construction for ) *.

45', 67.5', 90', 112.5', 135', 157.5', 180' and make the sides adjacent to 0

equal respectively to ) & and X, where X, =X~+(k/mc)(1 —cos 0). The third
side of this triangle is 2) . Since ), and ) & are nearly equal an approximation
to X*„is

X* = Xz sin x29 (approximately)

Hence it follows that the relative breadth LD& as we have already asserted with-
out proof is

4pz*—= sin 29 (approximately) .
AX(. . . 4PX*,

The reader is referred to Fig. 2 which shows the dependence of relative
breadth on scattering angle along with the relative shift. The accurate form-
ula for ) *, Equation (8), has been used in plotting this curve.

RECAPITULATION OF ASSUMPTIONS

The theory here outlined assumes

1. Conservation of momentum and energy in elementary processes.
2. Electron binding energy negligible compared to energy transferred to elec-
tron in scattering process.
3. The initial electron velocity small compared to the velocity of light.
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4. Probability of scattering by a given class of electrons proportional to popu-
lation of the class.

Assumption 1 is in accord with quantum as well as classical mechanics.
Assumptions 2 and 3 are most applicable to precisely those cases of interest

for the Compton effect from radiation of about the hardness of MoX radia-
tion. Assumption 4 is probably valid for most of the scattering electrons. '

PART I I. EXPERIMENTAL

IMPORTANCE OF HOMOGENEITY OF SCATTERING ANGLE

Because the wave-length shift of the Compton modified line depends on
the scattering angle the breadth of that line is increased if the scattering angle
is not sharply defined in the experimental set up. This spurious breadth due
to inhomogeneity of scattering angle was thought by many physicists to be
the sole cause of the observed diffuseness of the Compton modified line. At

I

0 30 60 90 /ZO /50 /80

Fig. 9. Illustrating the spurious breadth introduced by a given inhomogeneity of
scattering angle at different scattering angles.

only one scattering angle (0=180') a considerable angle inhomogeneity pro-
duces very little spurious breadth because the shift has an analytic maximum
there. See Fig. 9. Hence several experimenters' have studied the breadth of
the modified line at large angles of scattering and concluded that a natural
breadth exists. There is some disagreement as to its size however.

For our present purpose it is not possible to resort to the convenient de-
vice of working at scattering angles near 180' thereby escaping from the
necessity of maintaining a very homogeneous scattering angle. Since we are
to examine the dependence of modified line breadth on scattering angle it is
necessary to work at a number of angles other than 180' and to maintain
these angles very homogeneous in each case. As all who have worked in this
field are aware, the requirement of homogeneity of scattering angle is antagon-
istic to the equally pressing requirement of a large solid angle of radiation

' See Compton's "X-Rays and Electrons, " page 291.
' Sharp, Phys. Rev. 26, 691 (1925); DuMond, Phys. Rev. 33, 643 (1929), Proc. Nat. Acad.

14, 875 (1928), Gingrich, Phys. Rev. 30, 1050 (1930); Nutting, Phys. Rev. 30, 1267 (1930),
Bearden, Phys. Rev. 3S, 1427 (1930).
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from the source incident upon the scatterer to give sufficient energy in reason-
able exposure times. Unfortunately there are no x-ray lenses to collect x-
radiation and render it parallel.

To circumvent these difhculties the authors have constructed the multi-
crystal spectrograph. This instrument has been described in detail elsewhere"
and will be touched on but briefly here,

DESCRIPTION OIi MULTICRYSTAL SPECTROGRAPH

The instrument consists of fifty small cylindrical units each a Seemann
type spectrograph in itself placed vertically on the arc of a horizontal circle
of about a half meter radius. Let us call this circle the "major circle" of the
instrument. Each unit contains a brass wedge standing at about 0.1 mm

Fig. 10. Geometry of "focussing" and of homogeneity of scattering angle in the multi-
crystal spectrograph. 8~, 82 and 83 show actual positions of En line in the first second and third
orders respectively. The scattering body is shown set to give homogeneous scattering for the
first order.

distance from the cleavage face of a small slip of calcite. The units are orien-
tated so that each calcite will reflect the Xo; doublet of Mo to exactly the
same point on a photographic film coinciding with an arc of the major circle
on the opposite side from the bank of crystal units. The geometry of the in-
strument is such that if one such wave-length coincides or focusses at one
point on the circularly curved negative all other wave-lengths and orders will

'0 DuMond and Kirkpatrick. Review of Scient. Insts. 1, 88 (1930). The principal improve-
ment made in this instrument since the above article was written consists in the addition of
fifty individual ad&usting levers for the crystals as well as fifty permanently attached mirrors.
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also focus at other points on the negative. In Fig. 10 a wave-length ) ~ is
shown focussed from all fifty crystals at the point 0&. The crystal reRecting
planes if produced would all intersect at the point P on the major circle. The
incoming radiation, if it were not reRected by the crystals to the point tI&,

would converge in a point n& also on the major circle. 0.& and 8& are distant
from P on opposite sides by an arc 28 where 9 is the Bragg angle for the wave-
length in question. We utilize the fact that the directions of incoming rays
are concurrent at 0.~. A second circle is described so as to pass through both
the focal spot of the x-ray tube and through 0.&. The scattering body is shaped
to coincide with this circle as shown in Fig. 10. Thus the scattering angle is

Ng~uPube~ ~

Oo

~~re rats'
I

I

8,

uteri~

I (I
'i I/ /

/

/

0
Qcgjjerir~~c c7~+7c' /8 6d~j

I

l'ig. 11. Geometrical dispositions of x-ray tube, scatterer and
spectrograph for the three scattering angles studied.

very nearly homogeneous over all parts of the scatterer. Fig. 11 shows the
positions of scatterer, tube and spectrograph for the three angles of scattering
which have so far been studied. The principal sources of inhomogeneity of
scattering angle are the size of the focal spot of the x-ray tube and the thick-
ness of the scattering body. The use of 50 crystals instead of one permits the
tube to be placed much farther away from the scatterer without necessitating
unreasonable exposure times and thus permits a great reduction in the in-
homogeneity of scattering angle due to the two above mentioned causes.

PRECAUTIONS AS TO PLANENESS OF CRYSTALS AND FOCUSSING

At first sight the instrument just described seems fantastically difficult to
construct and adjust. As a matter of fact however once a set of fifty good
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The focussing of the crystals was accomplished photographically. After
fifty good crystals mounted in the cylindrical Seemann units in the spectro-
graph had been obtained, one of these near the center was permanently
clamped in a predetermined orientation so as to reflect the MoKO. lines in a
convenient position on the film. This was called the reference crystal. The
other forty-nine units were first roughly orientated by means of a flouroscopic
screen so as to reflect their lines at the same point on the film to within a few
millimeters. Direct radiation was used, the Mo tube being mounted in a lead
box in front of the spectrograph on a large wooden sector turning on a pin
directly under the point 0.~. Divisions marked on the circular edge of this sec-
tor made it possible at a moment's notice to align the tube with any desired
crystal. A lead shield was used to isolate all but the crystal under test. The
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Fig. 13. Plan and elevation of multicrystal spectrograph.

fine adjustment of the crystals by photography consisted in taking a photo-
graph of the Xo, lines with the reference crystal and then without disturbing
the negative taking the Xn lines with the crystal to be adjusted. Shields were
used in front of the negative so that the reference lines appeared in the middle
of the height of the negative while the lines from the crystal under test ap-
peared just above and below. When the focussing of a crystal was acceptable
its lines joined those of the reference crystal forming continuous lines across
the negative with no perceptible break or jog at the two junction points.
Forty-five seconds sufficed to give a good exposure. A complete set of forty-
nine such pairs of exposures was made testing the state of adjustment of all
crystals against the reference crystal. These exposures appearing on ten
pieces of film were all developed, fixed and dried at one time in an especially
designed holder, thus economizing enormously on the time over what would
be required for separate development. Each crystal was then orientated
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through the angle demanded by the error in adjustment indicated in the
photographs. This could be done with considerable accuracy, thanks to a
small gilded plane mirror permanently mounted on top of each crystal holder.
The reHection of a scale 3 meters distant from the mirror was observed with
a telescope as a means of measuring the angles through which the crystal must
be turned to correct the error indicated on the photographs, After making
the indicated orientation adjustments a second set of forty-nine pairs of com-
parison photographs was taken. A few of the crystals were already found to
be in perfectly acceptable focus with respect to the reference lines. These
were eliminated from the remainder of the work by dropping small brass
covers over their adjusting screws. The cycle was then repeated and each
time more and more crystals came into acceptable adjustment until after
eleven cycles all had been satisfactorily adjusted.

The fine orientation of the crystals is accomplished by means of a small
steel lever, one for each crystal unit, which can be clamped at one end to the
projecting shank of the crystal holder. The other end of this lever is given a
slight sidewise motion to right or left by two conical headed screws pressing
on opposite sides of two conical holes in which they enter loosely. Fig. 13
shows a complete plan and elevation of the entire spectrograph.

PART III. REsULTs

BREADTH NoT DUE To PooR REsoLUTIQN oR INsTRUMENTAL DEFEcTs

Tne unshifted tines on the Compton egect exposzzres ptay the rote of a control
on the resolution of the spectrograph Some w.orkers in this field are under the
impression that even the unshifted lines in scattered radiation are broader
than the primary lines. Such however is not the case as can be plainly seen
on our three spectrograms reproduced in Fig. 14. It is quite evident from an
inspection of Fig. 14 that the unshifted lines are very much narrower than the
broad diffuse distribution of the Compton modified radiation. It therefore
cannot be claimed that the observed breadth of the modified line is caused
either by poor resolution, poor focussing of crystals, or any other defect in
the spectrograph since this latter quite evidently gives on tke same negative
very sharp lines. The Xn doublet in the unshifted position is completely re-
solved.

No intensifying screens have been used in the exposures with the multi-
crystal spectrograph. This eliminates any possible blurring due to poor con-
tact between the intensifying screen and the negative and any falsification of
relative intensity that such screens might cause.

X-RAY INTENsITIEs AND ExPosURE TIMEs

An ordinary molybdenum target Coolidge water-cooled x-ray tube placed
in a lead housing was used as the source of primary radiation. The radiation
passed out of the lead housing through a hole of the right size and shape to
give a beam which would just illuminate the whole scatterer with about a
centimeter to spare all around. The tube was run at from 20 to 25 m. a. and
50 k.v. continuously 24 hours a day. The exposure times were respectively
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3{F0 hours, 223 hours and 897 hours for the scattering angles {j3', 90', and
The long exposures were necessitated by the great distance from the

Molybdenum X Radiation Scattered from Graphite

Pi P.

20 m.a. 50 k.v.
360 hrs.

18 to 77 cm dist. from
tube to scatterer.

63'&0& 64"

20 rn. a. 50 k.v.
223 hrs.

14 to 53 cm dist. from
tube to scatterer.

',89'30'& 8& 90'30'

20 m.a. 50 k.v.
897 hrs.

70 to 120 cm dist. from
tube to scatterer.

156)'12'&0& 156 42'

Fig. 14. Spectra of molybdenum X radiation scattered at three very homogeneous scat-

tering angles from graphite, taken with the multicrystal spectrograph. Note sharpness of un-

shifted lines and increasing breadth of shifted lines as the scattering angle increases.

tube to the scatterer. In the case of the 156' exposure the tube was 120 cm
from the far end of the scatterer and 70 cm from the near end. The large dis-

tance however gives a huge improvement in homogeneity of scattering angle.
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HOMOGENEITY OF SCATTERING ANGLE

The greatest inhomogeneity of scattering angle in any case is one degree. The
inhomogeneities are indicated in Fig. 14, These inhomogeneities could not
possibly produce the observed shifted-line breadth but would on the contrary
give a breadth of about the same order of magnitude as the width of the nar-
rower unshifted lines.

To insure this homogeneity of the scattering angle the positions of tube
and scatterer were accurately located by means of a radius arm capable of de-
scribing the circle on which they and the point n& must lie. This radius arm
carries a plumb-bob at its outer end which can be lowered into close proximity
with the curving scatterer and the point o. &. The x-ray focal spot is aligned

Fig. 15, General view of experimental set-up. Note the radius arm for locating the tube
and scatterer, also the baSe plates to reduce background.

with this plumb-bob by sighting from two directions with auxiliary plumb-
lines. By measuring the angle through which this radius rod must tur»n
passing from a& to the x-ray focal spot the angle of scattering can be and was
measured with more than adequate accuracy. In the general view Fig. 15 of
the experimental set-up this radius arm is clearly visible.

MODIFIED LINE BREADTH INCREASES WITH SCATTERING ANGLE

Even a cursory glance at the spectra of Fig. 14 shows that the modified
line breadth increases with increasing scattering angle. In order to test this
quantitatively we have made microphotometric analyses of these spectra. A

few of the microphotometer curves are reproduced in Fig. 16, and in Fig. 17
the theoretical curve of relative breadth is plotted for comparison with the
points corresponding to observed breadths. The adjustment to the theoret-
ical curve is made for the grand average of the points corresponding to the
largest scattering angle, the other points falling where they will The agr. eement
is seen to be as good as the reproducibility of the breadth measurements.

In measuring the breadth of the shifted P & line the eKect of P, is probably
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negligible. In the case of the m~0. ~ doublet, however, the shifted radiation due
to these two components is confounded in one broad band. It is necessary to
decompose this into two similar bands 4 X.U. apart and having the relative
intensities 2:i required by the known ratio of intensities of cx&.'0;2. This de-
composition is done by means of the following device: Referring to Fig. i8

!
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Fig. 16. Microphotometer curves of the spectra shown in Fig. 14. Five such curves (fifteen
in all) were obtained for each scattering angle by running the microphotometer slit across the
lines in different regions of their height. The three curves here shown are fairly typical of the
entire set.

let F(x) be the function representing the observed line structure. Let f(x) be
the curve representing the contribution to F(x) made by the n| line. Then
the contribution made by the n2 line will evidently be ,'f(x 5) w-here —5=4
X.U. , the known wave-length separation of o. i and n2. We have then that

F(x) = j(x) + ,'f(x —8)-
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where F(x) is experimentally given and f(x) is to be found. From the experi-
mentally known function F(x) subtract the known function qF(x 6)—

F(x) —',F(x ——8) = f(x) + ,'f(x-—8) —',f(x -—5) —,'f(x ——25).

To this in turn add the known function ~~F(x 25)—

F(x) ——',F(x —8) + ~~F(x —28) = f(x) —4f(x —25) + ~~f(x —25) + $f(x —3b) .
Evidently if this process be continued indefinitely we shall have

F(x) ——',1"(x —8) + —,'F(x —28) etc. = f(x)

because the last term neglected will vanish both due to its rapidly decreasing
coeScient and due to the diminution in f(x n5—) as e becomes large.
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Fig. 17. Measured relative breadths of shifted lines compared with theoretical prediction
based on initial electron velocity as the cause of breadth. The full line is the theoretical curve.

f(x-6i

F, ~~F~F~Fs ~~F7 F8

Fig. 18. Illustrating the method of decomposing line structure curves from the Zo; doublet.

In practise the decomposition can be very rapidly effected graphically by
thefollowingprocedure. Construct the curve F(x) representing theobserved
shape of the Compton line to scale and erect equally spaced vertical ordinates
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with the spacing 8. The value of the ordinate F4 say is corrected by subtract-
ing from it half the value of J'3, its first neighbor to the left, then adding a
quarter of F&, subtracting an eighth of F&, etc. , etc. , until the amounts to be
added to or subtracted from F4 become negligible. All the ordinates are
treated in this same way. By actual trial on curves of the type of the Comp-
ton line structure this method has been found to work very well. It is of
course an easy matter to check the work by adding the two components ob-
tained in the decomposition process and comparing the sum with the original
curve.

In Table I the observed breadths of n~~, and p~, at half maximum height
are recorded for the three scattering angles studied. Measurements on five
microphotometer curves taken across the spectral lines in different regions of
their height are recorded for each scattering angle. The tabulated breadths
of 0.&, were obtained graphically by the decomposition method described
above.

TABLE I. Breadths in x-units 6'h1.

+12c

631'

CIc P1c &12c

90'

61c P1c 12c

156'

+1c P1c

Micro-
photo-
meter
Run

13.0 12.1
12.4 11.5
13.0 12.1
13.0 12.1
13.0 12.1

12.9 12.0

12.0
10.9
11.5
12.1
10.9

11.5

16.2
16.4
15.75
16.4
16.4

16.2

15.6
15.75
15,15
15.75
15.75

15.6

13.3 22.4
16.0 21.8
15.75 23.0
16.0 23.0
15.2 22. 2

15.2 22.5

22.8
21.2
23 ' 0
23.0
21.9

22.4

22.4 1
19.4 2
20.6 3
20.6 4
21.5 5

20.9 Average

11.8

51%

15.4

69%

21.6 Grand average of
1c aIld p1c

97% Theoretical relative
Breadths

MoDIFIED LINE BREADTH INcREAsEs WITH PRIMARY WAvE-LENGTH

Attention is called to the fact that in Table I the average breadths of o.y.
are systematically higher than the average breadths of p&, . We do not feel
that the precision of our breadth measurements justifies more than a claim to
a qualitative agreement with theory in this respect. It is interesting to note
however that in each case the longer primary wave-length gives the broader
shifted line and that the breadths are in about the same proportion as the
wave-length in agreement with the formulae

6) = 4p)*
X* = (XP + X ' —2K~X, cos 8)'"

h
X, = Xi+ (1 —cos8)

mc

CAUSE AND ELIMINATION OF HEAVY BACKGROUND

It has been noted by many observers that the background intensity rela-
tive to the line intensity in the spectra of scattered radiation is much stronger
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than in the case of the primary radiation. Many explanations have been
offered for this, all of which probably contributed to the effect in some small

measure. We believe that we now have unquestionable evidence however that
the great bulk of this enhanced background effect is due to non-selective scat-
tering at the crystals and crystal wedges. General, amorphous, or non-selective
x-ray scattering by the crystal in a spectrograph is due to scattering of the
modified Compton type. Such scattering is incoherent and hence non-selec-

tive as to wave-lengths. It is also non-specular, i.e. the conditions of equality of
incidence and reflection angles is not imposed. This means that a given point
on the negative can receive radiation of all wave-lengths by this scattering
process from all parts of the scattering body. This same point on the negative
can by spectrally selective Bragg reflection only receive one wave-length
scattered from one very small portion of the scattering body. Hence, though
the modified scattering may be small, it is greatly favored by the fact that
it is integrated over a wide range of continuous spectrum and over a broad
solid angle as large as the scatterer can subtend. With these considerations in

mind we have tried the effect of introducing a set of baSe plates in front of
the spectrograph in such a way as to greatly limit the solid angle of radiation
which can be collected at the crystal and wedge. With these baffles in place
each crystal can only "see" a very small segment of the scatterer about three
centimeters long at most whereas without the baffles each crystal was exposed
to scattered radiation from a large part of the entire 55 cm length of the scat-
terer. The baffles leave plenty of room for the formation of the entire shifted

and unshifted X spectrum however which only covers a range of about three
degrees. These baffles can plainly be seen in the general view Fig. 15. See
also Fig. 10.

The result of introducing the baffles was most striking. Whereas without
the baffles the back-ground fogging of our negatives was so strong as to nearly
obscure the unshifted and shifted lines, rendering the negatives quite hope-

less for reproduction this background was entirely suPpressed as soon as the

baJ|fes were introduced We feel .certain therefore that the non-specular, non-

selective scattering at the crystal faces and wedges is responsible for the
heavy background.

MEASUREMENTS OF SHIFT

As a check on the Compton formula for the shift, Q, = (b/mc) (1—cos 0)
we have plotted in Fig. 16 the positions predicted for the shifted lines by the
above formula assuming bjmc = 24.2 X.U. as computed from present accepted
values of these constants. The agreement is good and seems to eliminate the
possibility of a 9 percent deviation from this value reported recently by other
observers. "

CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The line breadths which we have observed and reported in this paper are
not in accord with the observations of two other observers, namely J. A.

"Davis and Mitchell, Phys. Rev. 32, 331 (1928).
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Bearden" and N. S. Gingrich" bo-th of whom have studied the breadth of the
modified line at large scattering angles (to reduce the broadening from angu-
lar inhomogeneity) using the double crystal spectrometer. These experi-
menters obtain lines broader than the unshifted lines but still sufficiently nar-
row to show partial resolution in the case of the shifted En doublet. P. A.
Ross, using his ingenious balanced filter method, also seems to observe a
partial resolution of this doublet. This method however does not give very
distinct evidence as to the breadth of the shifted line. Ross' and Bearden's
primary wave-lengths were somewhat shorter than those used in the present
investigation and Ross' angles of scattering are smaller. Both these condi-
tions would, if the theory presented in this paper is correct, tend to give these
observers a somewhat narrower shifted line" than that here reported. N. S.
Gingrich however reports narrower lines than ours under conditions nearly
identical to ours. Indeed his scattering angle is larger and is inhomogenity of
scattering angle about twenty times as great as ours. His modified MoXO.
radiation observed with the double crystal spectrometer appears as two
sharply pointed peaks partially resolved at the base. We are completely at a
loss to explain the discrepancy between our results and his. Examination of
our photographic spectrograms (here reproduced Fig. 14) shows not the slight-
est suggestion of resolution of the shifted Xn doublet although the resolution
of our spectrometer as proved by our well resolved unshifted lines is amply
sufficient for this purpose. The principal difference between Gingrich's con-
ditions and ours was the use of the double crystal (high resolution) spectro-
meter in place of our multicrystal spectrometer, the use of much greater
x-ray intensities incident on his scatterer than ours and the presence of much
greater inhomogeneity of scattering angle in his case than in ours.

On the other hand however recent photographic results published by F. L.
Nutting" show a broad modified P, line in good agreement with our modified
line breadths and much too broad to permit of resolution of two lines as close
as MoXn&, 2. Our present modified line breadths are also in good qualitative
agreement with those obtained previously by DuMond" for aluminum and
beryllium scatterers with a photographic method at large scattering angles.
(As the scatterers are different no more than qualitative agreement is to be
looked for here). Finally our line breadths agree with those obtained photo-
graphically by Sharp" under large and homogeneous scattering angles and
with primary radiation and scattering substance substantially the same as
ours.

We cannot understand why the photographic methods used with adequate
resolution should yield broader modified lines than the double crystal spectro-
meter. Perhaps some hitherto unsuspected parameter affects modified line

"J.A. Bearden, Phys. Rev. 35, 1427 (1930)."N. S. Gingrich, Phys. Rev. 30, 1050 (19i0).
'4 J.W. DuMond, Phys. Rev. 30, 146 (1930).
'5 F.L. Nutting, Phys. Rev. 30, 1267 (1930)."DuMond, Phys. Rev. 33) 643 (1929) DuMond, Proc. Natl. Acad. 14, 875 (1928)."Sharp, Phys. Rev. 26, 691 (1925).
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breadth. Such parameters might be the x-ray intensity incident on the scat-
terer or the electrical potential of the scatterer. These seem highly unlikely.

We are now carefully investigating the possibility that multiple scattering
may exaggerate our line breadths. Our method of doing this is to make an
exposure at 156' with a scatterer cut up into small pieces with intervening
properly orientated lead baffles which will almost entirely eliminate the pos-
sibility of multiple scattering. There are two reasons why we can almost cer-
tainly predict a negative result from this control experiment.

First, the scattered radiation from the entire scatterer at a point outside
the direct beam but not far distant from the scatterer itself can be faintly
seen on a fluorescent screen. At this point it is certainly less than one percent
of the intensity of direct radiation incident on the scatterer. It seems then
unlikely that the ratio of intensity of scattered radiation from the scatterer
incident a second time on the scatterer to primary intensity should be more
than one percent and this is too small to account for the discrepancy between
our modified line breadth and that of Gingrich.

Second, our present modified line breadths are in agreement with those
above mentioned of Sharp, Nutting and DuMond, each of which was obtained
under conditions which should give if anything less double and multiple scat-
tering than Gingrich had.

Absolute breadths of shifted lines. Our purpose in this article has been
especially to test the functional dependence of the natural breadth of the
shifted lines on scattering angle and primary wave-length and to compare
this with the functional dependence to be expected if the initial velocities of
the scattering electrons cause the breadth. We hope to present in the near
future a careful study of the electron velocity distributions to be expected
from the shapes of our line structure curves. We will state at the present time
merely that the breadths of our lines do not seem inconsistent with the ve-
locities to be expected in the carbon atom. A very considerable task of theo-
retical computation and reduction of our experimentally observed curves re-
mains to be performed before we can definitely draw a favorable or unfavor-
able comparison between observation and theory on this point. Our observed
breadths at half maximum recorded in this paper correspond to a class of elec-
trons the ratio of whose velocities to the velocity of light is P =0.0076. This
is equivalent to about 15 volts.

In conclusion we wish to express our appreciation of Dr. Millikan's sup-
port of this research and of the patience and skill of Julius Pearson, our in-

strument maker, who developed the technique and did the tedious work of
grinding and fitting the small calcite units into their hoIders.

NQTE ADDED To PRooF: We have just developed a 900-hour exposure at
156' scattering angle with a graphite scatterer divided into fifty parts by
lead baffles so orientated as to permit the entrance of the incident radiation
and the exit of the scattered radiation, but arranged to prevent any multiple
scattering by exchange of radiation from one unit to another. The units
have smaller dimensions than the scatterer used by N. S. Gingrich. We be-
lieve therefore that our multiple scattering should be less than his. The
Compton line however on this exposure appears with the same breadth as the

one reproduced in this paper.






